Curtiss "Jenny"
Old Guy RC
OLD GUY RC
Curtiss JN-4
Rudder Only Control
44" span. 3.2 sqft
7.5 oz all up weight

Use glue sparingly - more like spot welds - easier to replace parts if needed
and saves weight. This plane will fly like a kite, so calm days will be required.
With very little dihedral the plane may tip stall so keep turns gentle. This wasn't
an acrobatic plane, it flew slow and level. It isn't over powered either so it will
float around at about at a walking pace.

CC

servo tray

BB

Xacto slits for struts

1/2 deep cut - bed down with dull pencil point and apply spots of glue to hold bend

AA

1/2" under both wing tips for 2 degrees dihedral

split bamboo enough to form
landing skids, apply to underside of
lower wing tips at struts

forward fuselage doubler

forward fuselage doubler
glues to inside of fuselage halves

Lots of scale detail can added after you're flying, thread upholstery thread between struts,
windshields from plastic water bottles...
engine cylinders

bamboo poke trhu flush cut with fuselage sides
Struts - glue two popsicle
sticks together for 6-1/8" long
reinforce spliced popsicle sticks with cloth tape

Bat

RCV

ESC

AA

BB

dotted lines showing position of wings, struts, formers and servo
tray

CG

cut two fuselage halves on heavy lines

CC

servo tray

Bamboo through 1/2" proud
both sides for rubber band hold down

bamboo rear skid

Poke Bamboo through 1" proud
both sides for lower wing support
Glue to servo tray

cut a skid support
and glue in between
fuselage sides at bottom

narrow hobby stick drill small holes with Xacto tip

fuselage top - remove paper from bottom - curl to fit

Rudder
Control
Horn
small popsicle stick
1/2"

slits for struts - mark and verify after installing
cowl
3/4"

